Glassware Robert D. Pike

ACROSS
1. Glassware type
6. "Lucy" archeology site
10. It can turn
14. Modern lecture method
17. Baltic capital
18. Venerated one
19. Person of mixed race
20. With 81 across, glassware
22. "On the Waterfront" star
24. Mistreat a frog
25. With 81 across, glassware
28. With 1 across, glassware
33. Whoopi's real name
34. Solvent used as a veterinary liniment
36. French friend
37. "Heat of the Moment" band
39. Brain section
43. One day ____ time
44. Bones in medical speak
46. Return to earth
48. With 1 across, glassware
50. With 1 across, glassware
53. With 81 across, glassware
56. Remove ovaries
57. Math operation, abbrev.
61. Mean mutt
62. Confused
64. Scrabble piece
65. Spin polarization transfer in NMR
67. "Happy ____ (War is Over)" 1971 song
69. Crystal flaw
71. Roman mom
73. With 1 across, glassware
77. With 81 across, glassware
78. And then there were ____
79. Old Ford
81. Glassware type
84. Brain measurement technique, abbrev.
85. Struggled
89. Previously
90. Secondhand
91. Popular 90's TV place
92. Pressure unit
93. Othello heavy
94. With 1 across, glassware

DOWN
1. Velocity, abbrev.
2. Actor Ferrigno
4. Suffering from a skin condition
5. New Orleans bane
6. Passions
7. Away with it
8. Kind of love
9. Arrested
10. Gives religiously
11. Ore ____
12. Palm ____
13. Big deer
15. Without a partner
16. Unit in both metric and English systems
23. Ultimatum
25. Technique in M.O. calcns.
26. Pet food brand
27. Greek goddess of discord
29. I'm amused, briefly
30. Chinese currency
31. Russian-born illustrator
32. Approach during SN2 reactions
34. Actress Wiest
38. Turns on its axis
40. Get
41. An alkyl group
42. Green prefix
45. Name derived from Hebrew for lion
47. Vol. units
49. Pinafore predecer
51. Costa Rican peninsula
52. Laser innards
53. Early third century year
54. Nucleophile target
55. Vanishing Asian sea
58. " ____ the Fourth Generation" (Asimov story)
59. Dutch African
60. Form of 41 down
63. FTIR method for solids
65. Chromium-doped beryl
68. Tear apart
70. Oddball
72. It's what to wear
74. A stooge
75. Boredom
76. A nickname for Theresa
77. You'll need one in D&D
80. Hood face velocity unit, abbrev.
81. Guest accommodation?
82. Co-composer of 67 across
83. ATM maker
84. Article in Angewandte Chemie
86. " ____ Down" Boz Skaggs hit
87. Ariane launcher, abbrev.
88. FTIR method for solids
89. Chromium-doped beryl